
Outline for today

•Histogram  of  Oriented  Gradient  (HOG)  
features

• Pictorial  structures  (PS)  /  deformable  
parts  models  (DPM)

•Mixtures  of  deformable  models
• Parameter  learning  with  latent  SVM
•Possibly  more...
-‐ Cascade  detection  with  DPMs
-‐ Context  rescoring



(Review?) Template matching

•Consider  matching  with  image  patches
-‐ What  could  go  wrong?

template

image match  quality
e.g.,  cross  correlation



What is a feature map?

•Any  transformation  of  an  image  into  a  
new  representation

•Example:  transform  an  image  into  a  
binary  edge  map

Image  source:  wikipedia



Feature map goals

• Introduce  invariance
-‐ Bias,  gain,  nonlinear  transformations
-‐ Small  deformations

• Preserve  larger  scale  spatial  structure
Image:  [Fergus05]



Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)

• Introduce  invariance
-‐ Bias  /  gain  /  nonlinear  transformations
‣ bias:  gradients  /  gain:  local  normalization
‣ nonlinearity:  clamping  magnitude,  orientations

-‐ Small  deformations
‣ spatial  subsampling
‣ local  “bag”  models

• References
-‐ “Histograms  of  oriented  gradients  for  human  detection.”  N.  Dalal  and  
B.  Triggs,  CVPR  2005.

-‐ “Finding  people  in  images  and  videos.”  N.  Dalal,  Ph.D.  Thesis,  Institut  
National  Polytechnique  de  Grenoble,  2006.



HOG feature computation

Image:  [Dalal06]



HOG terminology

f

image  pixels
cell

(e.g,  4x4  pixels)

block
(e.g,  2x2  cells)

•Original  image:  H  x  W  x  3
• Feature  map:  H’  x  W’  x  D
-‐ For  example
‣ H’  =  Uloor(H/b)  -‐  2

‣ W’  =  Uloor(W/b)  -‐  2

‣ D  =  36

� � R͵

HOG  feature  vector

b



•Many  methods
-‐ (1,  0,  -‐1)  centered  Xilter  works  best
-‐ Alternatives:  uncentered,  cubic  corrected,  
Sobel,  etc.

• Discrete  approx.  to  partial  derivatives
-‐ Ix  =  I[x+1,  y]  -‐  I[x-‐1,  y]
-‐ Iy  =  I[x,  y+1]  -‐  I[x,  y-‐1]



•At  each  pixel  compute
-‐ Gradient  magnitude:  m  =  ||  (Ix,  Iy)  ||
-‐ Gradient  orientation:  o  =  tan-‐1(Iy  /  Ix)
-‐ Quantize  orientation;  vote  into  bin  (weighted)

h  =  (    ,    ,    ,    ,    ,    ,    ,    )
9  contrast  insensitive
orientation  bins

h



•Local  contrast  normalization  and  clipping

h h

h h

h1 h2
h4

h2 h3
h5

h4
h6

h5

h7 h7 h8

h1  =  max[  0.2,  h/||(h;  h1;  h2;  h4)||  ]

h2  =  max[  0.2,  h/||(h;  h2;  h3;  h5)||  ]

h3  =  max[  0.2,  h/||(h;  h4;  h6;  h7)||  ]

h4  =  max[  0.2,  h/||(h;  h5;  h7;  h8)||  ]

f  =  (h1;  h2;  h3;  h4)

Final  dimensionality
per  cell:  36



• Sliding  window  feature  vector
-‐                                   =  (f1;  f2;  f3;  f4;  f5;  f6)

f1 f2
f3 f4
f5 f6

Ȱ(�, �)

p

x



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
Figure 6. Our HOG detectors cue mainly on silhouette contours (especially the head, shoulders and feet). The most active blocks are
centred on the image background just outside the contour. (a) The average gradient image over the training examples. (b) Each “pixel”
shows the maximum positive SVM weight in the block centred on the pixel. (c) Likewise for the negative SVM weights. (d) A test image.
(e) It’s computed R-HOG descriptor. (f,g) The R-HOG descriptor weighted by respectively the positive and the negative SVM weights.

would help to improve the detection results in more general
situations.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the Euro-
pean Union research projects ACEMEDIA and PASCAL. We
thanks Cordelia Schmid for many useful comments. SVM-
Light [10] provided reliable training of large-scale SVM’s.
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[Dalal05]

Questions?

scorew(�,�) = w ·Ȱ(�, �)
p

• “Dalal  &  Triggs  detector”
-‐ HOG  feature  pyramid
-‐ Linear  Xilter  /  sliding-‐window  detector
-‐ SVM  training  to  learn  parameters  w



HOG reformulation

•PCA  of  HOG  features
-‐ Eigenvectors  have  a  strong  structure
-‐ Dim.  reduction  to  top  12  with  no  loss  in  
performance



HOG PCA eigenvectors

•Eigenvector  structure
-‐ All  rows  or  columns  are  (approximately)  
constant  in  the  top  12  eigenvectors

-‐ Suggests  a  different  basis



V, a sparse basis for HOG

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

...

u1 u2 u9
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

...

v1 v4

New  basis � = {�ͳ, . . . , �ͻ} � {�ͳ, �ʹ, �͵, �Ͷ}



Interpretation of  V

Original  HOG

f  =  (h1;  h2;  h3;  h4)

Final  dimensionality
per  cell:  36

Analytic  projection

Final  dimensionality  
per  cell:  13

� = (�ͳ + �ʹ + �͵ + �Ͷ; ͳ · �ͳ; ͳ · �ʹ; ͳ · �͵; ͳ · �Ͷ)



HOG summary

•There’s  no  one  true  HOG  feature
-‐ Large  number  of  parameters  and  design  
choices  (see  Dalal’s  thesis)  

-‐ Typical  settings
‣ cells:  6-‐8  pixels  wide
‣ cell  blocks:  2x2  or  3x3  rectangular

•The  original  formulation  contains  
redundant  information

-‐ EfXicient  and  intuitive  dimensionality  
reduction  by  analytic  projection



Pictorial structure models

•Parts  —  many  appearance  templates

• “Springs”  —  spatial  connections  between  
parts

Image:  [Felzenszwalb  and  Huttenlocher  05]



PS formulation


 = (�,�)

� = (�ͳ, . . . , ��) � � �� �

(�ͳ, . . . , ��) � ��
v1

v2
v3

p



PS score function for matching

v1

v2
v3

p

score(�ͳ, . . . , ��) =
��

�=ͳ
��(��) +

�

(�,�)��
���(��, ��)



PS score function for matching

score(�ͳ, . . . , ��) =
��

�=ͳ
��(��) +

�

(�,�)��
���(��, ��)

•Objective:  maximize  score  over  p1,...,pn
• hn  conXigurations!  (h  =  |P|)
• If  G  =  (V,E)  is  a  tree,  O(nh2)  algorithm
-‐ O(nh)  with  some  restrictions  on  dij



Dynamic programming on a tree

v1
v2

v3
v4

v5
v6

v7
v8

v9
v10

if  j  is  a  leaf

��(��) = max
��

�

���(��) + ���(��, ��) +
�

����
��(��)

�

�

��(��) = max
��

���(��) + ���(��, ��)
�

�� = max
��

�
��(��) +

�

����
��(��)

�

root  part  r

score(�ͳ, . . . , ��) =
��

�=ͳ
��(��) +

�

(�,�)��
���(��, ��)

maximize:



•Compute  Bj  in  depth-‐Xirst  order
•When  done

Dynamic programming on a tree

�� = max
�ͳ,...,��

score(�ͳ, . . . , ��)



Dynamic programming on a tree

• In  general,  O(nh2)
• If  dij(pi,pj)  =  g(pi  –  pj),  g  is  convex,  can  use  
generalized  distance  transforms

-‐ practical  O(nh)  algorithm  [Felzenszwalb  and  
Huttenlocher]

• If  dij(pi,pj)  is  Xinite  over  a  small,  bounded  
region

-‐ O(nh)  brute  force  with  a  small  constant

��(��) = max
��

���(��) + ���(��, ��)
�



Where do mi and dij come from?

•The  machine  learning  approach
-‐ the  computer  learns  them  from  training  
examples

•We’ll  talk  about  discriminative  training  
later  today



PS summary

•Questions?



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
Figure 6. Our HOG detectors cue mainly on silhouette contours (especially the head, shoulders and feet). The most active blocks are
centred on the image background just outside the contour. (a) The average gradient image over the training examples. (b) Each “pixel”
shows the maximum positive SVM weight in the block centred on the pixel. (c) Likewise for the negative SVM weights. (d) A test image.
(e) It’s computed R-HOG descriptor. (f,g) The R-HOG descriptor weighted by respectively the positive and the negative SVM weights.

would help to improve the detection results in more general
situations.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the Euro-
pean Union research projects ACEMEDIA and PASCAL. We
thanks Cordelia Schmid for many useful comments. SVM-
Light [10] provided reliable training of large-scale SVM’s.
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Recall  the  Dalal  &  Triggs  detector

scorew(�,�) = w ·Ȱ(�, �)
p

• “Dalal  &  Triggs  detector”
-‐ HOG  feature  pyramid
-‐ Linear  Xilter  /  sliding-‐window  detector
-‐ SVM  training  to  learn  parameters  w
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Abstract

This paper describes a discriminatively trained, multi-
scale, deformable part model for object detection. Our sys-
tem achieves a two-fold improvement in average precision
over the best performance in the 2006 PASCAL person de-
tection challenge. It also outperforms the best results in the
2007 challenge in ten out of twenty categories. The system
relies heavily on deformable parts. While deformable part
models have become quite popular, their value had not been
demonstrated on difficult benchmarks such as the PASCAL
challenge. Our system also relies heavily on new methods
for discriminative training. We combine a margin-sensitive
approach for data mining hard negative examples with a
formalism we call latent SVM. A latent SVM, like a hid-
den CRF, leads to a non-convex training problem. How-
ever, a latent SVM is semi-convex and the training prob-
lem becomes convex once latent information is specified for
the positive examples. We believe that our training meth-
ods will eventually make possible the effective use of more
latent information such as hierarchical (grammar) models
and models involving latent three dimensional pose.

1. Introduction
We consider the problem of detecting and localizing ob-

jects of a generic category, such as people or cars, in static
images. We have developed a new multiscale deformable
part model for solving this problem. The models are trained
using a discriminative procedure that only requires bound-
ing box labels for the positive examples. Using these mod-
els we implemented a detection system that is both highly
efficient and accurate, processing an image in about 2 sec-
onds and achieving recognition rates that are significantly
better than previous systems.

Our system achieves a two-fold improvement in average
precision over the winning system [5] in the 2006 PASCAL
person detection challenge. The system also outperforms
the best results in the 2007 challenge in ten out of twenty

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science
Foundation under Grant No. 0534820 and 0535174.

Figure 1. Example detection obtained with the person model. The
model is defined by a coarse template, several higher resolution
part templates and a spatial model for the location of each part.

object categories. Figure 1 shows an example detection ob-
tained with our person model.

The notion that objects can be modeled by parts in a de-
formable configuration provides an elegant framework for
representing object categories [1–3, 6,10, 12, 13,15, 16, 22].
While these models are appealing from a conceptual point
of view, it has been difficult to establish their value in prac-
tice. On difficult datasets, deformable models are often out-
performed by “conceptually weaker” models such as rigid
templates [5] or bag-of-features [23]. One of our main goals
is to address this performance gap.

Our models include both a coarse global template cov-
ering an entire object and higher resolution part templates.
The templates represent histogram of gradient features [5].
As in [14, 19, 21], we train models discriminatively. How-
ever, our system is semi-supervised, trained with a max-
margin framework, and does not rely on feature detection.
We also describe a simple and effective strategy for learn-
ing parts from weakly-labeled data. In contrast to computa-
tionally demanding approaches such as [4], we can learn a
model in 3 hours on a single CPU.

Another contribution of our work is a new methodology
for discriminative training. We generalize SVMs for han-
dling latent variables such as part positions, and introduce a
new method for data mining “hard negative” examples dur-
ing training. We believe that handling partially labeled data
is a significant issue in machine learning for computer vi-
sion. For example, the PASCAL dataset only specifies a

1

multi-‐resolution
deformable  parts  model

image  pyramid HOG  feature  pyramid  x

• Combine  PS  with  D&T  approach
-‐ HOG  features
-‐ Linear  Xilters  /  sliding-‐window  detector
-‐ Discriminative  max-‐margin  (SVM)  training



Detection with DPM
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Mixtures of deformable parts models

• Captures  viewpoint  variation  and  occlusion

• Aspect  ratio  clustering  and  discriminative  training
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Abstract

This paper describes a discriminatively trained, multi-
scale, deformable part model for object detection. Our sys-
tem achieves a two-fold improvement in average precision
over the best performance in the 2006 PASCAL person de-
tection challenge. It also outperforms the best results in the
2007 challenge in ten out of twenty categories. The system
relies heavily on deformable parts. While deformable part
models have become quite popular, their value had not been
demonstrated on difficult benchmarks such as the PASCAL
challenge. Our system also relies heavily on new methods
for discriminative training. We combine a margin-sensitive
approach for data mining hard negative examples with a
formalism we call latent SVM. A latent SVM, like a hid-
den CRF, leads to a non-convex training problem. How-
ever, a latent SVM is semi-convex and the training prob-
lem becomes convex once latent information is specified for
the positive examples. We believe that our training meth-
ods will eventually make possible the effective use of more
latent information such as hierarchical (grammar) models
and models involving latent three dimensional pose.

1. Introduction
We consider the problem of detecting and localizing ob-

jects of a generic category, such as people or cars, in static
images. We have developed a new multiscale deformable
part model for solving this problem. The models are trained
using a discriminative procedure that only requires bound-
ing box labels for the positive examples. Using these mod-
els we implemented a detection system that is both highly
efficient and accurate, processing an image in about 2 sec-
onds and achieving recognition rates that are significantly
better than previous systems.

Our system achieves a two-fold improvement in average
precision over the winning system [5] in the 2006 PASCAL
person detection challenge. The system also outperforms
the best results in the 2007 challenge in ten out of twenty

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science
Foundation under Grant No. 0534820 and 0535174.

Figure 1. Example detection obtained with the person model. The
model is defined by a coarse template, several higher resolution
part templates and a spatial model for the location of each part.

object categories. Figure 1 shows an example detection ob-
tained with our person model.

The notion that objects can be modeled by parts in a de-
formable configuration provides an elegant framework for
representing object categories [1–3, 6, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 22].
While these models are appealing from a conceptual point
of view, it has been difficult to establish their value in prac-
tice. On difficult datasets, deformable models are often out-
performed by “conceptually weaker” models such as rigid
templates [5] or bag-of-features [23]. One of our main goals
is to address this performance gap.

Our models include both a coarse global template cov-
ering an entire object and higher resolution part templates.
The templates represent histogram of gradient features [5].
As in [14, 19, 21], we train models discriminatively. How-
ever, our system is semi-supervised, trained with a max-
margin framework, and does not rely on feature detection.
We also describe a simple and effective strategy for learn-
ing parts from weakly-labeled data. In contrast to computa-
tionally demanding approaches such as [4], we can learn a
model in 3 hours on a single CPU.

Another contribution of our work is a new methodology
for discriminative training. We generalize SVMs for han-
dling latent variables such as part positions, and introduce a
new method for data mining “hard negative” examples dur-
ing training. We believe that handling partially labeled data
is a significant issue in machine learning for computer vi-
sion. For example, the PASCAL dataset only specifies a
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Table 1. PASCAL VOC 2007 results. Average precision scores of our system and other systems that entered the competition [7]. Empty
boxes indicate that a method was not tested in the corresponding class. The best score in each class is shown in bold. Our current system
ranks first in 10 out of 20 classes. A preliminary version of our system ranked first in 6 classes in the official competition.
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Figure 4. Some models learned from the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset. We show the total energy in each orientation of the HOG cells in
the root and part filters, with the part filters placed at the center of the allowable displacements. We also show the spatial model for each
part, where bright values represent “cheap” placements, and dark values represent “expensive” placements.

in the PASCAL competition was .16, obtained using a rigid
template model of HOG features [5]. The best previous re-
sult of .19 adds a segmentation-based verification step [20].
Figure 6 summarizes the performance of several models we
trained. Our root-only model is equivalent to the model
from [5] and it scores slightly higher at .18. Performance
jumps to .24 when the model is trained with a LSVM that
selects a latent position and scale for each positive example.
This suggests LSVMs are useful even for rigid templates
because they allow for self-adjustment of the detection win-
dow in the training examples. Adding deformable parts in-
creases performance to .34 AP — a factor of two above the
best previous score. Finally, we trained a model with parts

but no root filter and obtained .29 AP. This illustrates the
advantage of using a multiscale representation.

We also investigated the effect of the spatial model and
allowable deformations on the 2006 person dataset. Recall
that si is the allowable displacement of a part, measured in
HOG cells. We trained a rigid model with high-resolution
parts by setting si to 0. This model outperforms the root-
only system by .27 to .24. If we increase the amount of
allowable displacements without using a deformation cost,
we start to approach a bag-of-features. Performance peaks
at si = 1, suggesting it is useful to constrain the part dis-
placements. The optimal strategy allows for larger displace-
ments while using an explicit deformation cost. The follow-
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in the PASCAL competition was .16, obtained using a rigid
template model of HOG features [5]. The best previous re-
sult of .19 adds a segmentation-based verification step [20].
Figure 6 summarizes the performance of several models we
trained. Our root-only model is equivalent to the model
from [5] and it scores slightly higher at .18. Performance
jumps to .24 when the model is trained with a LSVM that
selects a latent position and scale for each positive example.
This suggests LSVMs are useful even for rigid templates
because they allow for self-adjustment of the detection win-
dow in the training examples. Adding deformable parts in-
creases performance to .34 AP — a factor of two above the
best previous score. Finally, we trained a model with parts

but no root filter and obtained .29 AP. This illustrates the
advantage of using a multiscale representation.

We also investigated the effect of the spatial model and
allowable deformations on the 2006 person dataset. Recall
that si is the allowable displacement of a part, measured in
HOG cells. We trained a rigid model with high-resolution
parts by setting si to 0. This model outperforms the root-
only system by .27 to .24. If we increase the amount of
allowable displacements without using a deformation cost,
we start to approach a bag-of-features. Performance peaks
at si = 1, suggesting it is useful to constrain the part dis-
placements. The optimal strategy allows for larger displace-
ments while using an explicit deformation cost. The follow-

6[Felzenszwalb,Girshick,McAllester,Ramanan  in  PAMI  10]

person car

Mixture  models:  [Weber00,  Schneiderman00,  Bernstein05]



Mixtures with latent orientation

Learning  without  latent  orientation

Learning  with  latent  orientation

[Girshick,Felzenszwalb,McAllester  voc-‐release4]

bicycle car horse



Questions about model structure?
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in the PASCAL competition was .16, obtained using a rigid
template model of HOG features [5]. The best previous re-
sult of .19 adds a segmentation-based verification step [20].
Figure 6 summarizes the performance of several models we
trained. Our root-only model is equivalent to the model
from [5] and it scores slightly higher at .18. Performance
jumps to .24 when the model is trained with a LSVM that
selects a latent position and scale for each positive example.
This suggests LSVMs are useful even for rigid templates
because they allow for self-adjustment of the detection win-
dow in the training examples. Adding deformable parts in-
creases performance to .34 AP — a factor of two above the
best previous score. Finally, we trained a model with parts

but no root filter and obtained .29 AP. This illustrates the
advantage of using a multiscale representation.

We also investigated the effect of the spatial model and
allowable deformations on the 2006 person dataset. Recall
that si is the allowable displacement of a part, measured in
HOG cells. We trained a rigid model with high-resolution
parts by setting si to 0. This model outperforms the root-
only system by .27 to .24. If we increase the amount of
allowable displacements without using a deformation cost,
we start to approach a bag-of-features. Performance peaks
at si = 1, suggesting it is useful to constrain the part dis-
placements. The optimal strategy allows for larger displace-
ments while using an explicit deformation cost. The follow-
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From  images  annotated  with  bounding  boxes...

1. learn  model  structure

2. learn  model  parameters

training

Training models



Number  of  components?

Root  Uilter  sizes?

Root  Uilter  shapes?

Number  of  parts?

Anchor  positions?

Part  shapes  and  sizes?

What’s  the  model  class?

Heuristics,  cross  validation,  insight  (from  humans)

(not) Learning model structure



•Dalal  &  Triggs  successful  combination  of
-‐ HOG  features
-‐ Linear  SVM  training

•This  training  problem  is  different
-‐ Training  data  is  weakly/partially  labeled
-‐ Several  latent  (unobserved)  variables
‣ Filter  placement
‣ Mixture  component
‣ Orientation

Learning model parameters



Linear parameterization
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Abstract

This paper describes a discriminatively trained, multi-
scale, deformable part model for object detection. Our sys-
tem achieves a two-fold improvement in average precision
over the best performance in the 2006 PASCAL person de-
tection challenge. It also outperforms the best results in the
2007 challenge in ten out of twenty categories. The system
relies heavily on deformable parts. While deformable part
models have become quite popular, their value had not been
demonstrated on difficult benchmarks such as the PASCAL
challenge. Our system also relies heavily on new methods
for discriminative training. We combine a margin-sensitive
approach for data mining hard negative examples with a
formalism we call latent SVM. A latent SVM, like a hid-
den CRF, leads to a non-convex training problem. How-
ever, a latent SVM is semi-convex and the training prob-
lem becomes convex once latent information is specified for
the positive examples. We believe that our training meth-
ods will eventually make possible the effective use of more
latent information such as hierarchical (grammar) models
and models involving latent three dimensional pose.

1. Introduction
We consider the problem of detecting and localizing ob-

jects of a generic category, such as people or cars, in static
images. We have developed a new multiscale deformable
part model for solving this problem. The models are trained
using a discriminative procedure that only requires bound-
ing box labels for the positive examples. Using these mod-
els we implemented a detection system that is both highly
efficient and accurate, processing an image in about 2 sec-
onds and achieving recognition rates that are significantly
better than previous systems.

Our system achieves a two-fold improvement in average
precision over the winning system [5] in the 2006 PASCAL
person detection challenge. The system also outperforms
the best results in the 2007 challenge in ten out of twenty

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science
Foundation under Grant No. 0534820 and 0535174.

Figure 1. Example detection obtained with the person model. The
model is defined by a coarse template, several higher resolution
part templates and a spatial model for the location of each part.

object categories. Figure 1 shows an example detection ob-
tained with our person model.

The notion that objects can be modeled by parts in a de-
formable configuration provides an elegant framework for
representing object categories [1–3, 6,10, 12, 13,15, 16, 22].
While these models are appealing from a conceptual point
of view, it has been difficult to establish their value in prac-
tice. On difficult datasets, deformable models are often out-
performed by “conceptually weaker” models such as rigid
templates [5] or bag-of-features [23]. One of our main goals
is to address this performance gap.

Our models include both a coarse global template cov-
ering an entire object and higher resolution part templates.
The templates represent histogram of gradient features [5].
As in [14, 19, 21], we train models discriminatively. How-
ever, our system is semi-supervised, trained with a max-
margin framework, and does not rely on feature detection.
We also describe a simple and effective strategy for learn-
ing parts from weakly-labeled data. In contrast to computa-
tionally demanding approaches such as [4], we can learn a
model in 3 hours on a single CPU.

Another contribution of our work is a new methodology
for discriminative training. We generalize SVMs for han-
dling latent variables such as part positions, and introduce a
new method for data mining “hard negative” examples dur-
ing training. We believe that handling partially labeled data
is a significant issue in machine learning for computer vi-
sion. For example, the PASCAL dataset only specifies a
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Training  example  (x,y)
    x  is  an  image
    y  is  a  label:  +1  for  foreground;  -‐1  for  background
    Z(x)  is  a  set  of  valid  instantiations  z

Intuitive  objectives:
      some  z  should  score
      high  near  the  object

      all  z  not  near  should
      score  low

background

person

Learning parameters for detection
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Recall the SVM objective

•Fully  supervised
•Goal:  extend  to  handle  latent  variables
-‐ Latent  SVM
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Latent SVM (MI–SVM)

•No  longer  convex
-‐ Why?

• “Semi-‐convexity”  property
-‐ Non-‐convexity  comes  only  from  positive  
examples
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[Andrews03,  Felzenszwalb08]



Latent SVM (MI–SVM)
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•Optimization  (to  a  local  minimum)
-‐ Coordinate  descent
-‐ Convex-‐concave  procedure  CCCP


